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KEY SET ENTRY

Related Key Set Photographs

Alfred Stieglitz
New York from the Shelton
1935
gelatin silver print
Key Set Number 1564
Remarks

The identical patterns of the window shades on the Newsweek Building suggest that this photograph and Key Set number 1565 were made the same day. The progression of the shadows indicates that Key Set number 1565 was taken first.

For more information about this photograph, see Key Set number 1564.

Stieglitz Collections

A corresponding print was given to the following institution(s) by Alfred Stieglitz during his lifetime, or was received or acquired from the estate:

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, 56.1950

INSCRIPTION

by Georgia O'Keeffe, on mount, lower left verso, in graphite: 4A
PROVENANCE

Georgia O’Keeffe; gift to NGA, 1949.
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